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This document was developed to give future Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system
owners a brief justification and overview of SCADA Plans.

Why is a SCADA Plan Needed?
SCADA systems are typically custom combinations of hardware and software. SCADA systems are also
relatively complicated. Numerous technical and mostly intangible details must be defined. It follows
that a thorough document (a SCADA Plan) defining those details is a prerequisite of successful SCADA
projects.

What is in a SCADA Plan?
ITRC develops SCADA Plans as multi-format documents, including narratives, tables and figures, as well
as drawings. These serve to provide specifications as well as documentation. Specific examples of a
typical SCADA Plan document components and formats are provided in Table 1.
Table 1. Typical SCADA Plan components and formats
SCADA Plan Component
Defines overall and site-specific SCADA system capabilities (functional requirements) in a way that
users can understand before accepting bids
Defines the distribution of tasks and responsibilities between primary/subcontractors, consultants
and the water user association (SCADA system owner)
A conceptual wiring diagram (instrumentation diagram) defining signal type, protocols, wiring
methods, and component locations in the field and office
Technical specifications for all hardware, software, and integration work – including testing,
submittals, training and documentation requirements. Also includes defining contractual
obligations and administrative constraints
A database of system tags (a digital data register that holds a numerical value)
User interface screen examples

The following sections provide readers with snippets from various ITRC SCADA Plans.
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Typical Format
Written narrative,
charts, and figures
Table
Drawing graphic
Written
Table or spreadsheet
Graphics
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Overview and Functional Requirements
An example of a project-wide overview for a relatively small SCADA system is as follows:
Example
This SCADA project includes work at several different sites:
1. A remote terminal unit (RTU) fitted with a programmable logic controller (PLC) and associated
devices/instrumentation will be installed at the reservoir. The reservoir will be networked with
the office via multiple radio repeater links.
2. Up to three radio repeater sites will be constructed between the reservoir and the office to
provide line-of-sight radio links between endpoints.
3. The office will be fitted with a single user workstation. The workstation will be served by the
reservoir touchscreen (acting as a webserver) and provide the user with monitoring, set point
adjustments and remote manual control of gate positions.
A site summary is provided in Table 2.
Table 2. SCADA project sites and descriptions
SCADA Site
Description

Primary Function

Reservoir

Remote monitoring and
remote manual gate control

Repeater 1
Repeater 2
Repeater 3

Radio repeaters

Office

Notes
Existing gates; New
Remote Terminal Unit
(RTU)

Latitude
(DMS)

Longitude
(DMS)

Power Supply
Off-grid solar with
3-phase generator
Off-grid solar

User terminal for remote
monitoring and adjustment
capabilities

New sites
Utility

Project maps are provided in Figure A and Figure B.
An example of a site-specific illustration of field instruments and approximate locations is provided in
Figure 1. The intent of this section is to highlight key information in a simplified manner for readers to
gain a rapid understanding of the overall plan at each site.
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Reservoir
Future equipment
shown in dashed line

Guard gate

Bypass Gate
LEGEND

Orifice Plate

Control gate

= Gate actuator w/ internal position sensor
= Pressure transducer
= Radar sensor

River Channel

= External gate position sensor
= Ultrasonic sensor

Figure 1. An example of a conceptual, site-specific illustration denoting the quantity, type and relative location
of field instruments and other key components

Distribution of Tasks and Responsibilities
It is typical to distribute the SCADA project tasks and responsibilities across several entities that could be
described collectively as the “project team.” Typical parties in the project are the project owner,
consultants, general contractor, subcontractors, integrators, etc.

Figure 2. An example of the task and responsibility distribution across individual members of the project team
Irrigation Training & Research Center
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Instrumentation Diagrams
Instrumentation diagrams are used to convey details associated with a single remote terminal unit
(RTU), the input and output signal processing unit installed at each SCADA field site.

Figure 3. Example instrumentation diagram showing all RTU inputs and outputs, signal types and relative
locations of sensors, etc.

Site-Specific Details
Each field site will have figures and photos that show where specific sensors and actuators and other
equipment will be located. Details of installation for that site (e.g., the design of a stilling well for water
level measurement, how a particular sensor must be mounted, vandalism enclosure requirements, etc.)
are also provided in text and tables. For ITRC projects, any automation code is typically written in
advance so that the SCADA details for a site will appropriately match the automation/monitoring
software and needs.

Specifications
The specification section of a SCADA Plan generally mirrors the format of most civil specifications. The
first half deals with administrative and contractual obligations. The second half of the specifications
define individual hardware technical requirements as well as installation, testing and commissioning
requirements. Most specification sections are at least 60 pages in length.
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Tag Database
The tag database helps the integration (SCADA) contractor get a sense for the size, scope and
configuration details required of the SCADA project at each site. These tags are the data points passed
between the field and office and user display values/buttons.

Figure 4. An excerpt from a tag database. This represents about 3% of a typical tag database.

User Interface Screen Examples
User interface examples provide screen developers with a variety of information including standardized
numerical display boxes, user data entries, indicator lights, and navigation buttons. The examples also
assist developers with the color and font pallet, data organization, etc.
Screen
navigation
buttons
Status
indicators

Sensor readings

User configured setpoints

Figure 5. An example of a field user interface screen displaying the status of a sluice gate with some object
descriptions

Summary
There are a vast number of details embedded within a SCADA system design. SCADA Plans are intended
to capture project details in a written/visual record for discussion during the design, accurate integrator
bidding and post-project verification. In other words, SCADA Plans are critical for SCADA project
success.
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